
2015 CLOGGING CHAMPIONS OF AMERICA 

 

Addendum to the Official Rule Book for the 2015 CCA 
Regional Competitions And the 2016 Showdown of 
Champions, regarding Traditional Categories. 

CCA is excited to announce that a new Traditional Division 
of competition will be added for the 2015/2016 season, in 
which teams can qualify for the Showdown of Champions 
and compete for the CCA Traditional National Championship 
title.  CCA will award a Junior and Senior Traditional team 
title at the 2016 Showdown of Champions.   

All regional competitions will use the same rules and age 
divisions. 

Traditional Level of Competition: 
There will be one level of competition for the following new 
traditional team categories: 
 
Southern Appalachian Traditional Team 
Country Hoedown Team 
Running Set Hoedown Team 
Smooth Mountain Square Dance Team 
4, 6 or 8 Couple Precision Team  
 
CCA has expectations that the Traditional Division will be 
divided into two levels (Amateur and Challenge) as the 
division grows and expands. 
 
Traditional Team Qualification Process: 

The Traditional team qualification process and general rules 
will mirror those of the Challenge Teams as listed in the 
General Team Qualifications Rules & Guidelines.  This will 



include the rules regarding Star Points, 50% Rule, point 
deductions, disqualification, team age divisions, etc… 

 

2015  CATEGORY RULES 

Southern Appalachian Traditional Team (Either 6 or 8 - 
Not Both) 
 
Dancers: 6 or 8 Couples - Any combination of males and/or 
females. 
Figures: Minimum of 2 big circle figures. Minimum of 4 
different circle-4 figures (small) with progression between 
each. Corner-partner swing should be added after each 
circle-4 figure if the figure does not have swings included in 
it. NO dance lifts, pull throughs, splits, tosses, leaps, 
cartwheels or flips. A Basket of Flowers is allowed. 
Steps: Southern Appalachian steps while performing 
traditional mountain figures. Team should strive for 
Rhythmic Southern Appalachian Sound. Dancers must not 
start simultaneously. No dancer intentionally in step with any 
other dancer. Speed should complement the grace and 
beauty of the dance. 
Movement: Progression must be on the inside of the set in a 
counter-clockwise direction. Couples may not progress 
across the center of the set. Center of the set may used in 
big circle figures. 
Music: Traditional style music without vocals  
Callers: Figures MUST be called and heard from within the 
set. 
Time Limit: 8 minutes 
 
Running Set Hoedown Team 
Dancers: 4-Couples. Any combination of males and/or 
females. 



Figures: English quadrille formation with 1 active couple 
(traveling). 4 different visiting couple figures, each led by 1 
active couple. 1 opening figure, 1 closing figure, with all 
couples active (i.e., weave the basket) 3 connecting figures 
with all couples active (also called break figures). A break 
figure occurs at the end of the progression by the active 
couple when they return to their home position in the circle.  
Steps: Southern Appalachian steps while performing 
traditional mountain figures. Team should strive for rhythmic 
Southern Appalachian Sound.  
No dancer intentionally in step with any other dancer. Speed 
should complement the grace and beauty of the dance. 
Movement: Progression must be inside of the set in a 
counter-clockwise direction. Dancers must not start 
simultaneously. 
Music: Traditional style music without vocals  
Callers: Figures MUST be called and heard from within the 
set. 
Time Limit: 8 minutes NO dance lifts, pull throughs, splits, 
tosses, leaps, cartwheels or flips. A Basket of Flowers is 
allowed. 
 
Smooth Mountain Square Dance Team (Either 6 or 8 - 
Not Both) 
Dancers: 6 or 8 Couples Any combination of male and/or 
female. 
Figures: Minimum of 2 big circle figures. Minimum of 4 
different circle-4 figures (small) with progression between 
each. Corner-partner swing should be added after each 
circle-4 figure if the figure does not have swings included in 
it.  NO dance lifts, pull throughs, splits, tosses, leaps, 
cartwheels or flips. A Basket of Flowers is allowed. 
Steps: Gliding step on ball of the foot, (weight on ball of foot, 
with no heavy heal sound) while performing traditional 



mountain figures. This is a precision dance. All dancers in 
step with each other at all times. 
Movement: Counter-clockwise movement in dance 
progression. Couples may not progress across the center of 
the set. Center of the set may used in big circle figures. 
Music: Traditional style music without vocals  
Callers: Figures MUST be called and heard from within the 
set. 
Time Limit: 8 minutes 
 
Country Hoedown Team 
Dancers: 4 Couples. Any combination of males and/or 
females. 
Figures: Minimum of 2 big circle figures. Minimum of 4 
different circle-4 figures (small) with progression between 
each. Corner-partner swing should be added after each 
circle-4 figure if the figure does not have swings included in 
it.  NO dance lifts, pull throughs, splits, tosses, leaps, 
cartwheels or flips. A Basket of Flowers is allowed. 
Steps: Southern Appalachian steps while performing 
traditional mountain figures. Team should strive for 
Rhythmic Southern Appalachian Sound. Dancers must not 
start simultaneously. No dancer intentionally in step with any 
other dancer. Speed should complement the grace and 
beauty of the dance. 
Movement: Quadrille - (4 Couple square) formation with 1 or 
2 active couples traveling. All couples must become the 
active couple sometime during the dance. Inactive couples 
MUST HOLD HOME position. 
Progression must be on the inside of the set in a counter-
clockwise direction. Couples must square set prior to doing 
first figure (Identify “HOME” position prior to doing any figure 
or formation by swinging your partner). Dancers must not 
start simultaneously. 
Music: Traditional style music without vocals  



Callers: Figures MUST be called and heard from within the 
set. 
Time Limit: 8 minutes 
 
 
4, 6 or 8 Couple Precision Team  
Dancers: 4,  6 or 8 Couples- Any combination of males 
and/or females. 
Figures: Minimum of 2 different big circle figures and a 
minimum of 4 different circle-4 figures. (Small) with 
progression between each. Counter clockwise movement in 
progression. NO dance lifts, pull throughs, splits, tosses, 
leaps, cartwheels or flips. A Basket of Flowers is allowed. 
Steps: Dancers in step with each other at all times while 
performing traditional mountain figures. A progressive step 
change is allowed. Traditional drag slide clogging steps are 
required, no buck, Canadian or hop rocks allowed. 
Movement: Couples CANNOT progress across the center of 
the set. However, the center of the set may be used in a big 
circle figure. No Couple may progress outside the set. 
Music: Traditional style of music without vocals. Music break 
allowed. 
Callers: Figures may be called from the set, but are not 
required. If they are called, they must be from within the set. 
Time Limit: 8 minutes 
 


